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Sufficiently Advanced Magic
His mother was one of the most powerful wizards in
the Nurian Empire until she abandoned her people to
become a notorious pirate. That choice doomed the
family she left behind to a life of disgrace. Yanko
White Fox doesn’t remember his mother, but as the
only gifted child in the family, he is expected to erase
the mark she left on them all. With an affinity for
earth magic and communicating with animals, he’s
not the most natural candidate to become a warrior
mage, but it’s the only sure route back into the Great
Chief’s good graces. He has resigned himself to
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training for that destiny, whether it matches his
passions or not. Long before he’s ready for his first
battle, insurrection comes to his distant corner of the
empire. Rebels take over the salt mine his family
manages and slay the only relative who ever
supported Yanko. On the heels of the tragedy, a
courier brings a message from the Great Chief’s son.
Whether he is prepared or not, Yanko must undertake
a quest, one that could save millions of lives… or fail
utterly, leaving him dead, his family forgotten, and his
people the victims of starvation and endless war.
Warrior Mage is the first novel in the now complete
Chains of Honor epic fantasy series.

The Summoner's Handbook
The people of Perizzi have survived the battlemage
war, but their future is looking darker than ever.
BYRNE is a member of the Watch, investigating a
series of murders in which the corpse was drained
entirely of life. FRAY's expertise with magic is needed
to catch the killer, but working with the Watch
destroyed his father, years before. CHOSS is a
champion fighter, trying to diffuse a war in the
underworld that threatens to turn the streets red with
rivers of blood. KATJA is a spy from a foreign land,
attempting to prevent a massacre that will topple two
dynasties and destroy the fragile peace in the city for
ever. Watchmen and spies, assassins and criminals
will clash on the streets in this magic-fuelled
adventure from the author of Battlemage.

Bloodfire Quest
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When using magic is punishable by death, what would
you risk to save those you love?Tammuz has never
left the sleepy fishing village of Aleesia and dreams of
what lies beyond the lake. He grew up listening to the
legends of King Riehner and the Battlemages and
hearing stories of elves, dwarves, and magic. But all
that changed a lifetime ago when Tzelder, a former
Battlemage student, usurped Riehner and has ruled
Iradell since. Now, under Tzelder's rule, magic is
illegal, and using it is punishable by death. No one
has seen an elf or dwarf in decades. Tamm feels
trapped between the mountains and the lake,
dreaming of adventure like in the stories he grew up
hearing. With his sixteenth birthday fast approaching,
he must make a choice; choose an apprenticeship like
the rest of the young men his age or flee Aleesia in
search of the adventure he's always desired. But
when someone close to him is fatally wounded, Tamm
discovers a magic that could save them, but it will put
him at odds with the king. All the while, an ancient
enemy is poised to return and threatens the town he
always thought he wanted to leave. Will his limited
knowledge of magic help him save those he loves, or
will it get him killed? Can he survive the adventure
he's always hoped to find? Through him, can the
Battlemages be Reborn?

Angel Mage
"It's like the Mandalorian fell into a bowl full battlewizards all trying to kill each other off at the same
time." - dragonfyre1 In a shattered world full of
magic, one time-traveler has a job: steal a flying ship
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for mobster Al Capone. Nobody has told him about
the mysteries that ship holds. Or that someone else is
going to try to steal it first. Blackwell will lead his
team on a last-chance mission into deadly fallen city.
Some of the team will be transformed. Some of them
will go mad with power. Some of them will burn. And
soon, Blackwell and his allies will be the only thing
that stands between a deadly archmage and the very
end of the world as they know it. Reader Comments:
"You have never read anything like Edge of the Knife.
I guarantee it." -John C. "This has to be the most
imaginative science-fi/ fantasy I have seen in a very
long time." -Dian L. Reaves "I hope it sells a lot of
copies and writes another one." -HD-28 "I was hooked
from the very beginning, and didn't want to put this
book down" -D.Peters "I found myself racing through
the pages" -Jeba "I just could not put down my Kindle
until the end. I am ecstatic to have found this writer!"
- Carey "If you're interestedin ancient cities full of
strange beingsin city-sized ocean ships that float
through air, in corpse roads, mage knives, ancient
excavations, mysteries, novel cultures, and varied
landscapes, I literally can't think of a book I can
recommend as highly to you." -C Luc Reid The Edge of
the Knife Trilogy consists of: The Blasted Wastes The
Blackfeather Sea The Walking City's War Readers are
cautioned: Strange aliens, deadly magic, time travel,
and fast moving action are not for the faint of heart!

The Chosen
"I can command storms, summon fire and unmake
stone," Balfruss growled. "It's dangerous to meddle
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with things you don't understand." Balfruss is a
battlemage, sworn to fight and die for a country that
fears and despises his kind. Vargus is a common
soldier -- while mages shoot lightning from the walls
of the city, he's down in the front lines getting blood
on his blade. Talandra is a princess and spymaster,
but the war may force her to risk everything and
make the greatest sacrifice of all. Magic and mayhem
collide in this explosive epic fantasy from a major new
talent.

Reborn
When magic is feared, the mages must learn to fight
for themselves in this powerful sequel to the standout
epic fantasy Mageborn by Stephen Aryan. The land is
in turmoil. Mages are hunted by men and gods alike.
Even their own kind betray each other in the name of
safety and protection. With their last refuge fallen,
two young mages must conspire against a god to
show the world that their abilities aren't a curse; they
are the only way to ensure lasting peace. Under the
threat of anti-magic fanatics, Wren struggles to find
her place as a leader and to keep her people safe as
they build a new home. While Danoph searches for
answers on a spiritual journey, determined to find out
who he really is and where he came from in an effort
to calm the coming storm. Their world has turned
against them, yet only they can save the world. The
Age of DreadMagebornMagefall For more from
Stephen Aryan, check out: Age of
DarknessBattlemageBloodmageChaosmage
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Of Gods and Men
Discovering his rare ability to summon demons from
another world, blacksmith's apprentice Fletcher
practices his skills at a magical academy where he
prepares to serve his Empire in the war against the
Orcs. A first novel. Simultaneous eBook.

The Novice
Edin is an abomination, a mage in a world that wants
to kill them and now, the last line of defense against
the rising threat of the dematians. The first battle has
taken place and Edin formed a tenuous alliance with
the humans and the Por Fen monks to fight off the
attack giving a victory to mankind. But religious
dogma and the reality of the demon threat strains the
alliance and Edin is forced to go his own path. One
that leads him down the path of the ancient Prophecy
of the Legend of the Ecta Mastrino. As Edin follows
the path, he becomes aware that it is not only the
dematians that are coming back to the world of man,
but something much worse. Pick up The Echoes of
Destiny, book five of the Legend of Ecta Mastrino,
today and enjoy the thrilling fantasy adventure that
people are calling a "high adventure you cannot but
love."

Magefall
What if you could guarantee life after death? Denton
Wade is Dying. And Cyberternal Industries has the
answer. An answer he isn't willing to accept: life
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everlasting in a game world of fantasy, swords, and
magic. EndWorld Everlasting. A man-made afterlife. It
goes against everything he's always believed in. But
there might still be hope. And hope is a very
dangerous thing. Far below their headquarters in
Dallas, Texas, Cyberternal has been working on a
secret medical program. A program made available to
Denton though his personal, if not complicated,
connection to an Assistant Vice President at the
powerful company. After agreeing to undergo the
procedure, Denton finds himself awakening to a
strange, new world A world he never wanted. Second
Chance is the first book in the series: A Battlemage
Reborn, and is a GameLit Fantasy Adventure with soft
LitRPG elements set in the digital world of EndWorld
Everlasting.

The Battlemage
Betrayal, treachery and strife. A universe at war. The
Unraveling has begun. Rovann, a loyal mage, and
Maegwin, a priestess of Sho-La have one chance to
end the war that is tearing their world apart. In a
desperate gamble, they set out on a quest to find the
lair of the Songmaker and the key to saving the Seven
Realms. But beset by enemies on all sides, they’re not
sure who to trust—least of all each other. Meanwhile,
in the kingdom of Amaury, King William desperately
tries to halt an army bent on sacking the capital. But
how do you kill an army that is already dead? And in
the center of this web waits the Songmaker, a
shadowy figure whose final plans may hold the key to
the salvation or destruction of creation itself. And so
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the second instalment of this epic tale of darkness
and redemption begins. The King’s Mage is the
second book of a fantasy series in the spirit of epics
such as A Song of Ice and Fire and The Wheel of Time.
Step into a world of warring mages, fantastical
creatures, and heroes who have the courage to stand
against the darkness. If you love Game of Thrones,
The Wheel of Time or The Sword of Truth, you’ll love
this epic tale of darkness and redemption. Scroll up
and grab your copy today! fantasy, epic fantasy,
fantasy ebook, fantasy novel, fantasy series, high
fantasy, sword and sorcery, wizard, magic, mage

Magebane
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read
Selection! Now in development for TV! Since its debut
in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has
captivated millions of readers around the globe with
its scope, originality, and compelling characters. The
Wheel of Time turns and Ages come and go, leaving
memories that become legend. Legend fades to myth,
and even myth is long forgotten when the Age that
gave it birth returns again. In the Third Age, an Age of
Prophecy, the World and Time themselves hang in the
balance. What was, what will be, and what is, may yet
fall under the Shadow. The seals of Shayol Ghul are
weak now, and the Dark One reaches out. The
Shadow is rising to cover humankind. In Tar Valon,
Min sees portents of hideous doom. Will the White
Tower itself be broken? In the Two Rivers, the
Whitecloaks ride in pursuit of a man with golden eyes,
and in pursuit of the Dragon Reborn. In Cantorin,
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among the Sea Folk, High Lady Suroth plans the
return of the Seanchan armies to the mainland. In the
Stone of Tear, the Lord Dragon considers his next
move. It will be something no one expects, not the
Black Ajah, not Tairen nobles, not Aes Sedai, not
Egwene or Elayne or Nynaeve. Against the Shadow
rising stands the Dragon Reborn TV series update:
"Sony will produce along with Red Eagle
Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe Judkins is
attached to write and executive produce. Judkins
previously worked on shows such as ABC’s “Agents of
SHIELD,” the Netflix series “Hemlock Grove,” and the
NBC series “Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage
and Larry Mondragon will executive produce along
with Radar’s Ted Field and Mike Weber. Darren Lemke
will also executive produce, with Jordan’s widow
Harriet McDougal serving as consulting producer."
—Variety The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel
#1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The
Dragon Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of
Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8
The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10
Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert
Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The Gathering
Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of Light
By Robert Jordan Warrior of the Altaii By Robert Jordan
and Teresa Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's
The Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet
McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The
Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy
Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based
on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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First and Only
An original epic fantasy novella by Stephen Aryan
focusing on a fan-favourite character from
Battlemage: the gruff and mysterious warrior know as
Vargus.

Master Assassins
With 50,000 copies sold of The Republic of Thieves
and with praise from the likes of Joe Abercrombie and
George RR Martin the saga of the Gentleman Bastard
has become a favourite and key part of the fantasy
landscape. And now Locke Lamora, thief, con-man,
pirate, political deceiver must become a soldier. A
new chapter for Locke and Jean and finally the war
that has been brewing in the Kingdom of the Marrows
flares up and threatens to capture all in its flames.
And all the while Locke must try to deal with the
disturbing rumours about his past revealed in The
Republic of Thieves. Fighting a war when you don't
know the truth of right and wrong is one thing.
Fighting a war when you don't know the truth of
yourself is quite another. Particularly when you've
never been that good with a sword anyway

Warrior Mage (Chains of Honor, Book 1)
The ancient magic of wizards was anything but dark.
It was the enlightenment that lifted humanity from
the squalor of superstition, and the worship of fell
spirits and capricious gods, but those days are gone.
The shining glory of the sorcerers burned away the
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subtlety of wisdom, replacing it with easy power, held
only in the hands of the elite—a new age built upon
the elemental supremacy of aristocrats and the
ignorance of the masses. But this will change, for the
greatest power comes with knowledge, and the
deeper teachings of wizardry have not been utterly
lost. The last wizard of the old tradition still survives
in solitude, nursing tired grudges and waiting for
death. His passing might have gone unnoticed, but for
the imposition of a youth too stubborn to accept his
refusal to take an apprentice. With a new student
comes new hope, and that hope has caused old
powers to stir again. That the world will change is
inevitable, but the shape of the future is anything but
certain.

The Echoes of Destiny
Unholy War, the penultimate volume of David Hair's
Moontide Quartet, sets the stage for the series'
impending conclusion. Fanboy Comics compares it to
"great fantasy epics such as A Song of Ice and Fire
and The Wheel of Time, and it easily earns its place
amongst them." Tensions are mounting after a
devastating battle before the walls of Shaliyah,
birthplace of the Prophet. The East is rising, bringing
equal measures of hope and despair to the magical
world of Urte.For some Salim's victory is a call to
arms, for others it is evidence of a world gone mad.
While the armies of East and West clash in brutal
conflict, emperors, inquisitors, Souldrinkers, and
assassins all have their attention turned elsewhere as
they hunt the Scytale of Corineus. The immensely
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powerful artifact is the key to ultimate power, and it's
in the hands of unlikely guardians: failed mage Alaron
Mercer and market-girl Ramita Ankesharan, who
carries the child of the world's greatest mage. The
fate of the world hinges on destruction should the
artifact fall into the wrong hands.

Chaosmage
Two unlikely heroes. One chance to save humanity.
They’ll take those odds. In a land ravaged by civil war
mages battle for supremacy whilst warlords rule the
remnants of a broken population. And, sensing
weakness, dark forces gather beyond the Veil, ready
to punch a hole into this reality… Into this arena step
two reluctant saviors. Maegwin, a tormented
priestess, is the last of her kind. The sole survivor of a
murderous attack on her temple, she knows her
goddess would preach forgiveness for her enemies.
But Maegwin dreams only of revenge. Rovann, a loyal
mage, bows under the weight of expectation. As
King’s Mage, the people look to him for leadership.
But after the death of his wife, he dreams only of
following her into oblivion. Somehow these two
damaged souls must learn to trust each other, for
only united will they have the power to face the
ancient evil that is stirring. But that’s easier said than
done. Because the Songmaker is waiting and if they
falter, he will crush them utterly. The Last Priestess is
the first book of a fantasy series in the spirit of epics
such as A Song of Ice and Fire and The Wheel of Time.
Step into a world of warring mages, fantastical
creatures, and heroes who have the courage to stand
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against the darkness. If you love Game of Thrones,
The Wheel of Time or The Sword of Truth, you’ll love
this epic tale of darkness and redemption. Scroll up
and grab your copy today! Fantasy, epic fantasy,
fantasy series, high fantasy, sword and sorcery,
fantasy, free fantasy story, magic, wizard, mage,
fantasy novel, fantasy book, fantasy story

The Mists of Avalon
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The adventure that
started in Wards of Faerie takes a thrilling new turn,
in the second novel of Terry Brooks’s brand-new
trilogy—The Dark Legacy of Shannara! The quest for
the long-lost Elfstones has drawn the leader of the
Druid order and her followers into the hellish
dimension known as the Forbidding, where the most
dangerous creatures banished from the Four Lands
are imprisoned. Now the hunt for the powerful
talismans that can save their world has become a
series of great challenges: a desperate search for
kidnapped comrades, a relentless battle against
unspeakable predators, and a grim race to escape the
Forbidding alive. But though freedom is closer than
they know, it may come at a terrifying price. Back in
the village of Arborlon, the mystical, sentient tree that
maintains the barrier between the Four Lands and the
Forbidding is dying. And with each passing day, as the
breach between the two worlds grows larger, the
threat of the evil eager to spill forth and wreak havoc
grows more dire. The only hope lies with a young
Druid, faced with a staggering choice: cling to the life
she cherishes or combat an army of darkness by
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making the ultimate sacrifice. Includes a preview of
the next book in the Dark Legacy of Shannara series,
Witch Wraith Praise for Bloodfire Quest “Explodes
from the first page . . . and the action doesn’t stop
until the novel’s cliffhanger ending. . . . Intense and
exhilarating . . . The author balances character
development with intense action, and he has a gift for
creating characters the reader cares about. Brooks is
one of the best fantasy writers in the business, and
Bloodfire Quest is better than its
predecessor.”—Associated Press “Shannara fans will
delight in Brooks’s sorcerous action, skilled
characterizations, and rapid-fire storytelling
twists.”—Publishers Weekly “Brooks mixes things up
here with several sharp battle scenes, for which he
brings his distinct talent, giving a true grandeur to
clashes involving terrifying creatures and powerful
magic. . . . A fine middle chapter to Brooks’ latest
Shannara adventure.”—Kirkus Reviews “From the first
pages to the harrowing ending, Bloodfire Quest . . . is
a thrill ride that will leave readers wanting more. . . .
This volume, paired with the first, might be just the
right place to introduce new readers to this fine
writer.”—Booklist (starred review) Praise for Terry
Brooks “I can’t even begin to count how many of
Terry Brooks’s books I’ve read (and reread) over the
years. From Shannara to Landover, his work was a
huge part of my childhood.”—Patrick Rothfuss, New
York Times bestselling author of The Name of the
Wind “Terry Brooks has been my constant companion
over a lifetime of exploring my beloved fantasy genre.
I say with all honesty I would not be writing epic
fantasy today if not for Shannara. If Tolkien is the
grandfather of modern fantasy, Terry Brooks is its
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favorite uncle.”—Peter V. Brett, New York Times
bestselling author of The Desert Spear “Terry Brooks
is a master of the craft and a trailblazer who
established fantasy as a viable genre. Not only do I
owe him for many hours of reading pleasure, I owe
him my job. He is required reading.”—Brent Weeks,
New York Times bestselling author of The Night Angel
Trilogy

The King's Mage
L. E. Modesitt, Jr., continues his bestselling Saga of
Recluce with The Mage-Fire War, the third book in a
story arc which began with The Mongrel Mage and
Outcasts of Order. A USA Today Bestseller! Once
again, prejudices against the use of chaos magic force
Beltur and his companions to flee their refuge in
Axalt. The rulers of nearby Montgren have offered
them sanctuary and the opportunity to become the
Councilors of the run-down and disintegrating town of
Haven. Montegren lacks any mages—white or
black—making this seem like the perfect opportunity
to start again. However, Beltur and the others must
reinstitute law and order, rebuild parts of the town,
deal with brigands—and thwart an invading army.
Saga of Recluce #1 The Magic of Recluce / #2 The
Towers of the Sunset / #3 The Order War / #4 The
Magic Engineer / #5 The Death of Chaos / #6 Fall of
Angels / #7 The Chaos Balance / #8 The White Order /
#9 Colors of Chaos / #10 Magi’i of Cyador / #11 Scion
of Cyador / #12 Wellspring of Chaos / #13
Ordermaster / #14 Natural Order Mage / #15 MageGuard of Hamor / #16 Arms-Commander / #17
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Cyador’s Heirs / #18 Heritage of Cyador / #19 The
Mongrel Mage / #20 Outcasts of Order / #21 The
Mage-Fire War / #22 Fairhaven Rising (forthcoming)
Story Collection: Recluce Tales Other Series by L.E.
Modesitt, Jr. The Imager Portfolio The Corean
Chronicles The Spellsong Cycle The Ghost Books The
Ecolitan Matter At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

The Shadow Rising
Ryuu is a boy orphaned by violence at a young age.
Found by a wandering warrior, he learns he may have
more strength than he ever imagined possible. A
quiet child, Moriko is forced into a monastic system
she despises. Torn from her family and the forest she
grew up in, she must fight to learn the skills she'll
need to survive her tutelage under the realm's most
dangerous assassin. Young, beautiful, and broke,
Takako is sold to pay for her father's debts. Thrust
into a world she doesn't understand and battles she
didn't ask for, she must decide where her loyalties lie.
When their lives crash together in a Kingdom on the
brink of war, the decisions they make will change
both their lives and their Kingdom forever. If they can
stay alive.

The Mage-Fire War
Five years ago, Corin Cadence's brother entered the
Serpent Spire -- a colossal tower with ever-shifting
rooms, traps, and monsters. Those who survive the
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spire's trials return home with an attunement: a mark
granting the bearer magical powers. According to
legend, those few who reach the top of the tower will
be granted a boon by the spire's goddess.He never
returned.Now, it's Corin's turn. He's headed to the top
floor, on a mission to meet the goddess.If he can
survive the trials, Corin will earn an attunement, but
that won't be sufficient to survive the dangers on the
upper levels. For that, he's going to need training,
allies, and a lot of ingenuity.The journey won't be
easy, but Corin won't stop until he gets his brother
back.

Warmage
2018 BookNest Fantasy Awards Finalist for Best Novel
“This book has everything I love: Clean, crisp
worldbuilding. Characters that live and breathe. A
story that teases and surprises me. I like Master
Assassins so much I wish I'd written it, but deep down,
I know I couldn't have written it this well.”—#1 New
York Times bestselling author Patrick Rothfuss Two
village boys mistaken for assassins become the
decisive figures in the battle for a continent in the
thrilling new desert-based epic fantasy by the author
of The Red Wolf Conspiracy. Kandri Hinjuman was
never meant to be a soldier. His brother Mektu was
never meant for this world. Rivals since childhood,
they are drafted into a horrific war led by a
madwoman-Prophet, and survive each day only by
hiding their disbelief. Kandri is good at blending in,
but Mektu is hopeless: impulsive, erratic—and certain
that a demon is stalking him. Is this madness or a
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second sense? Either way, Kandri knows that Mektu’s
antics will land them both in early graves. But all bets
are off when the brothers’ simmering feud explodes
into violence, and holy blood is spilled. Kandri and
Mektu are taken for contract killers and must flee for
their lives—to the one place where they can hope to
disappear: the sprawling desert known as the Land
that Eats Men. In this eerie wilderness, the terrain is
as deadly as the monsters, ghouls, and traffickers in
human flesh. Here the brothers find strange allies: an
aging warlord, a desert nomad searching for her
family, a lethal child-soldier still in her teens. They
also find themselves in possession of a secret that
could bring peace to the continent of Urrath. Or
unthinkable carnage. On their heels are the Prophet’s
death squads. Ahead lie warring armies, sandstorms,
evil spirits and the deeper evil of human greed. But
hope beckons as well—if the “Master Assassins” can
expose the lie that has made them the world’s most
wanted men.

The Choice of Magic
For a thousand years magic has been outlawed and
its wielders rounded up and taken to The White Tower
for purging. Those unfortunate enough to be born
with the gift struggle every day to keep their
identities hidden.The Jun'ri have ruled over the Van'ae
since the fall of the wizard order, but the winds of
change are beginning to shift. Magic is on the rise.
Those that seek to exploit it as well as those that seek
to defend it will once again be forced to stand and
fight.At sixteen, TY knows he's different. With the
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arrival of the Black Watch in Easthaven, his family is
forced to reveal a secret that threatens to strip away
everything he held to be true. The answer to who he
is will not only threaten his life, but the lives of
everyone around him. Thrown into an age old war, Ty
is forced to use the one thing he fears the most in
order to survive . . . magic.No prisoner has ever
escaped the White Tower. FERRIN is determined to be
the first. After enduring extensive torture by a sadistic
Inquisitor, Ferrin is told that he will suffer the
Chambers of Purging if he does not help them create
magic-infused weapons for their growing army.As
Guardian Protector to the High King, AYRION is no
stranger to battle. With a neighboring kingdom
threatening war, dark creatures of magic growing at
an alarming rate, and a hidden enemy plotting from
within the palace walls, he has no choice but to
unleash his twin blades before everything he holds
dear is ripped away.VALTOR, Arch Chancellor of the
White Tower and newly promoted advisor to Prince
Dakaran, has been using his position to not only
round up any and all gifted wielders as he works to
build an army for what he perceives will be an epic
battle between those with magic and those without.

Second Chance - a Battle Mage Reborn
(Book 1)
The Chosen introduces the first book in the Contender
trilogy, an epic young adult fantasy from Taran
Matharu, author of the New York Times–bestselling
Summoner series. Throughout history, people have
vanished with no explanation. A group of teenagers
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are about to discover why. Cade is settling into a new
boarding school, contemplating his future, when he
finds himself transported to another realm. He soon
discovers their new world is populated with lost
remnants from the past: prehistoric creatures, ancient
relics, and stranger still—people. Overwhelmed by his
new surroundings, Cade has little time to adjust, for
soon he and his fellow classmates are forced to
become contenders in a brutal game, controlled by
mysterious overlords. But who are these beings and
why did they choose these teens? Cade must prepare
for battle . . . because hiding is not an option. Fans of
fantasy and LitRPG will welcome this new character
and world from the author of the Summoner series.

Bloodmage
Minalan gave up a promising career as a professional
warmage to live the quiet life of a village spellmonger
in the remote mountain valley of Boval. It was a
peaceful, beautiful little fief, far from the dangerous
feudal petty squabbles of the Five Duchies, on the
world of Callidore. There were cows. Lots of cows. And
cheese. For six months things went well: he found a
quaint little shop, befriended the local lord, the village
folk loved him, he found a sharp young apprentice to
help out, and best yet, he met a comely young widow
with the prettiest eyes . . . Then one night Minalan is
forced to pick up his mageblade again to defend his
adopted home from the vanguard of an army of
goblins - gurvani, they call themselves - bent on a
genocidal crusade against all mankind. And that was
the good news. The bad news was that their shamans
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were armed with more magical power than has been
seen since the days of the ancient Imperial Magocracy
- and their leader, a mysterious, vengeful force of
hate and dark magic, is headed directly to Boval Vale,
along with a massive invading army of gurvani. The
good people of Boval and their spellmonger have only
one choice: to hole up in the over-sized Boval Castle
and hope they can endure a siege against hundreds
of thousands of goblins. When the people look to him
for hope, Minalan does his best, but the odds are
depressing: there are multitudes of goblins, and they
want Boval Vale as a staging ground for a vengeful
invasion of the whole Five Duchies. Add to his
troubles a jealous rival mage, a motley band of
mercenaries, a delusional liege lord who insists
victory is at hand despite the hordes at his door, a
dour castellan, a moody, pregnant girlfriend and a
catty ex-girlfriend who specializes in sex magic - all
trapped in a stinking, besieged castle with no hope of
rescue, and you'll understand why Minalan is willing
to take his chances with the goblins. All that stands
between the gurvani horde and the people of the Five
Duchies is one tired, overwhelmed baker's son who
wanted nothing more than to be a simple village
spellmonger!

The Thorn of Emberlain
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT FIRST AND ONLY I
wasn't sure what to expect from the cover or the
blurb but I couldn't put it down until I finished it --- LB
A truly fantastic book, you simply won't want, nor be
able to put it down until you have the answers --Page 21/35
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Linda I found myself leaning further towards my
laptop screen the further into the book I got --Janieritson I didn't want to put it down, but at the
same time, I really didn't want it to end --- Manchester
Anne DESCRIPTION Do you believe in psychics? What
if there really was someone who could see into the
future, read people's thoughts and move things with
their mind? What kind of person would they be and
how would they reveal themselves to the world?
Psimon is just such a man, a real and genuine
psychic. But Psimon has a problem. In five days time
he is going to die at the hands of a serial killer known
only as Lucifer. His only hope is to enlist the services
of former SAS soldier, Steve Brennus, a man whose
family life and business have just collapsed in ruins.
Psimon knows he is going to die. He has seen it. But
could a former SAS soldier have the strength to
overcome the visions of the world's first psychic? With
a small cast of engaging characters, blistering pace
and a beautifully drawn villain, FIRST AND ONLY is a
great thriller and an impressive debut novel. From the
intensity of the first scene to the dramatic and
satisfying climax the story pauses just enough for
readers to catch their breath. Do not take this book to
bed if you fancy an early night. You have been
warned.

The White Tower
The final book in the epic fantasy trilogy that began
with Battlemage - expect fireball-filled battles,
otherworldy enemies, and heroically powerful mages
Voechenka is a city under siege. Decimated by the
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Battlemage War, its dead now walk the city at night,
attacking survivors, calling their names and begging
the living to join them beyond the grave. Tammy is a
watchman sent to the city to investigate, so the ruling
powers can decide whether to help Voechenka or
leave it to its grisly fate. Zannah is a pariah in
Voechenka - making up for her people's war crimes by
protecting refugees who fear her far more than they
fear their unearthly attackers. Balfruss is a scholar, a
traveler . . . and the infamous mage who singlehandedly ended the war. No one else may enter or
leave the city - so if this ragtag group of survivors
can't figure out what is going on, they'll live out their
last few, short days within its walls. And night is
coming on fast . . .

The Emaneska Series Box Set - Epic
Fantasy Bundle
Fear of magic may spark the next world war in the
new fantasy series from Stephen Aryan, set in the
same world as Battlemage. Habreel believes
eradicating magic is the only way to ensure lasting
peace. He will do anything to achieve his goal, even if
it means murdering every child born with magical
ability. As a series of mysterious deaths place the
seat of magical learning under suspicion, two
students and one lawbringer must do everything they
can to combat Habreel and his followers, before
magic disappears from the world for good. The Age of
DreadMageborn For more from Stephen Aryan, check
out: Age of
DarknessBattlemageBloodmageChaosmage
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Unholy War
The Echoes of Fate will not be forgotten. The words
uttered a thousand a years ago will come to passWar
is set to ravage the land of Illian. The elves sail from
the east, the savage Darkakin rise from the south and
Valanis, the dark elf, is finally free. Valanis would see
the world plunged into chaos and drowned in blood,
ready for the return of the gods that still haunt him.A
new hope rises in the Red Mountains, where the last
remaining dragons have been discovered. Gideon and
Galanor, human and elf, will have to work together.
Only then might they convince Adriel, the last of the
Dragorn order, to intervene in the war to come.Devoid
of hope and unsure what road to take, Asher and his
companions must decide what role they will play in
the coming war. The only weapon known to rival the
dark elf's power is in a place the ranger has avoided
for a long time, a place where, until now, neither man
nor elf would dare to tread.Civil war has shattered the
empire in The Arid Lands, as the slaves make their
stand against the highborns. Tauren Son-of-none,
would see a new empire rule over the desert, but
while revolution brews, a greater threat looms. As a
thunderous cacophony of steel and savagery marches
through the Undying Mountains, who will stand before
this army of death

The Wolf of the North
The #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Words
of Radiance, from epic fantasy author Brandon
Sanderson at the top of his game. In Oathbringer, the
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third volume of the New York Times bestselling
Stormlight Archive, humanity faces a new Desolation
with the return of the Voidbringers, a foe with
numbers as great as their thirst for vengeance.
Dalinar Kholin’s Alethi armies won a fleeting victory at
a terrible cost: The enemy Parshendi summoned the
violent Everstorm, which now sweeps the world with
destruction, and in its passing awakens the once
peaceful and subservient parshmen to the horror of
their millennia-long enslavement by humans. While
on a desperate flight to warn his family of the threat,
Kaladin Stormblessed must come to grips with the
fact that the newly kindled anger of the parshmen
may be wholly justified. Nestled in the mountains high
above the storms, in the tower city of Urithiru, Shallan
Davar investigates the wonders of the ancient
stronghold of the Knights Radiant and unearths dark
secrets lurking in its depths. And Dalinar realizes that
his holy mission to unite his homeland of Alethkar was
too narrow in scope. Unless all the nations of Roshar
can put aside Dalinar’s blood-soaked past and stand
together—and unless Dalinar himself can confront
that past—even the restoration of the Knights Radiant
will not prevent the end of civilization. Other Tor
books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The
Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of
Radiance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The
Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well
of Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and
Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of
Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other
Cosmere novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs.
the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
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Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The
Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by
Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart
Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Starborn
"Fletcher and his classmates from Vocans
Academy--including the elf Sylva and the dwarf
Othello--travel through the ether, where they must
pursue a mortally dangerous quest to rebuild their
world and broker peace. As he leads a small army of
soldiers, Fletcher will face his biggest challenge yet:
his nemesis, the albino orc Khan, who seeks to
destroy everything Fletcher loves"--

Battlemage
It has been generations since the Northlands have
seen a hero worthy of the title. Many have made the
claim, but few have lived to defend it. Timid, weak,
and bullied, Wulfric is as unlikely a candidate as there
could be. A chance encounter with an ancient and
mysterious object awakens a latent gift, and Wulfric's
life changes course. Against a backdrop of war,
tragedy, and an enemy whose hatred for him knows
no bounds, Wulfric will be forged from a young boy,
into the Wolf of the North.

Spellmonger
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"The ability to summon is passed down through the
blood" Summoner: One who is gifted with the ability
to summon demonic creatures that are emotionally
connected to their human counterparts. As brought to
life in the bestselling Summoner series, the magic of
summoning is also an art, with a story of its own. The
Summoner’s Handbook reveals the story of James
Baker -- the epic journal that inspired the series hero,
Fletcher, to discover his own summoning abilities.
Along with a complete demonology, a guide to the
basics of summoning, and glorious artwork from the
world of the Hominum Empire, this is the volume that
fans of the acclaimed and bestselling series must
own.

Strange California
The Goblin Invasion Is On and a wizard's work is never
done! After facing a hopeless siege, an implacable foe
and an impossible escape, you would think that
Minalan the Spellmonger would be able to rest -- but
the armies of the undead goblin shaman Sheruel
(known as the Dead God to his human victims) are
rolling over the western reaches of the rustic Duchy of
Alshar and is headed toward the heart of the Duchy of
Castal. Thousands are fleeing for their lives as hordes
of goblins pour out of Boval Vale and devastate the
rugged fiefs of the Alshari Wilderlands. And the supercharged shamans of the Dead God are making
defending the realm almost impossible for the
outnumbered Alshari country knights. While the two
Dukes play feudal politics to further their own ends,
the only people who seem to care about the invasion
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are Minalan and his outlaw warmagi friends -- and
they're busy dodging agents of the sinister Royal
Censorate of Magic. But if someone doesn't organize
an army in northern Alshar soon, then there will be
nothing to stop the armies of the divinely-powerful
Dead God from conquering all five Duchies in his
genocidal quest for vengeance. But things are just not
that simple: he has to cope with a sexy young
Shadowmage assassin who works for a mysterious
spymaster, a cocky new manservant, a dysfunctional
group of suddenly-powerful warmagi, the Censor
General, and a bunch of whiny nobles before the
Dukes will grant him the troops and money he will
need -- and the Dukes have plans of their own. If
Minalan the Spellmonger can't lobby the courts of
Alshar and Castal to work together -- and quickly -the hordes of the Dead God will sweep over the
frontiers of both states. Worse, the mysterious Umbra
veil he has erected around Boval Vale may come to
imperil all Five Duchies. Minalan would rather just go
home and let the Dukes handle it, but his conscience
won't let him. Someone has to stop the Dead God . . .
and that someone happens to be him. Beyond politics
and plots, goblins and trolls, mercenaries and magic,
the Soulless and the shamans, Censors and secret
orders, for Minalan there is only the thought that his
child is to be born in a world with such dangers, and
that is something he cannot permit. It is time for the
Spellmonger to pick up his mageblade, grab his
witchstone, summon his allies, and go to war again . .
. as a Warmage!

Oathbringer
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Shortlisted for the 2016 David Gemmell Morningstar
Award for Best Debut Death and destruction will bar
her way. . . Kyndra's fate holds betrayal and salvation,
but the journey starts in her small village. On the day
she comes of age, she accidentally disrupts an
ancient ceremony, ending centuries of tradition. So
when an unnatural storm targets her superstitious
community, Kyndra is blamed. She fears for her life
until two strangers save her, by wielding powers not
seen for an age - powers fuelled by the sun and the
moon. Together, they flee to the hidden citadel of
Naris. And here, Kyndra experiences disturbing
visions of the past, showing war and one man's
terrifying response. She'll learn more in the city's
subterranean chambers, amongst fanatics and rebels.
But first Kyndra will be brutally tested in a bid to
unlock her own magic. If she survives the ordeal,
she'll discover a force greater than she could ever
have imagined. But could it create as well as destroy?
And can she control it, to right an ancient wrong?
With George R. R. Martin's Game of Thrones now a
huge TV success, fantasy fiction has never been more
popular. And these books are traditional fantasy at its
very best.

First Year
In Marion Zimmer Bradley's masterpiece, we see the
tumult and adventures of Camelot's court through the
eyes of the women who bolstered the king's rise and
schemed for his fall. From their childhoods through
the ultimate fulfillment of their destinies, we follow
these women and the diverse cast of characters that
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surrounds them as the great Arthurian epic unfolds
stunningly before us. As Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar
struggle for control over the fate of Arthur's kingdom,
as the Knights of the Round Table take on their
infamous quest, as Merlin and Viviane wield their
magics for the future of Old Britain, the Isle of Avalon
slips further into the impenetrable mists of memory,
until the fissure between old and new worlds' and old
and new religions' claims its most famous victim.

Empire of Dirt (Echoes of Fate: Book 2)
Fifteen-year-old Ryiah enrolls at her realm's most
notorious war school for those with magic. But there's
a catch-only fifteen will be apprenticed. Competition
is fierce and she trusts no one, especially the arrogant
Prince Darren Will she survive, or will her dream go
down in flames?

Mageborn
Magic is the only weapon against the gods in the
powerful final novel of this epic fantasy trilogy about
battlemages and sorcerers in a world that fears their
powers. A plague rages in the streets of Perizzi. City
guards rally to deal with riots while the young
magicians of the Tower pool their healing powers to
find a cure. Elsewhere, new alliances are formed to
stem the rising darkness strengthening a deity who
feeds on pestilence and decay. Gods, Sorcerers and
Battlemages must set aside the past and their
vendettas to work together or risk unleashing greater
suffering than they can possibly imagine For more
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from Stephen Aryan, check out: The Age of
DreadMagebornMagefallMagebane Age of
DarknessBattlemageBloodmageChaosmage

Edge of the Knife (Volumes 1-3)
A new fantasy masterpiece from Garth Nix,
bestselling author of the Old Kingdom series. More
than a century has passed since Liliath crept into the
empty sarcophagus of Saint Marguerite, fleeing the
Fall of Ystara. But she emerges from her magical
sleep still beautiful, looking no more than nineteen,
and once again renews her single-minded quest to be
united with her lover, Palleniel, the archangel of
Ystara. It's a seemingly impossible quest, but Liliath is
one of the greatest practitioners of angelic magic to
have ever lived, summoning angels and forcing them
to do her bidding. Four young people hold her
interest: Simeon, a studious doctor-in-training; Henri,
a dedicated fortune hunter; Agnez, a glory-seeking
musketeer; and Dorotea, icon-maker and scholar of
angelic magic. The four feel a strange kinship from
the moment they meet but do not suspect their
importance. And none of them know just how Liliath
plans to use them, as mere pawns in her plan, no
matter the cost to everyone else . . . Fans of
Cassandra Clare, Holly Black, and Leigh Bardugo will
fall in love with Angel Mage, a feminist fantasy that
takes place in an alternate European world ruled by
fearsome magic and deadly passions.

The Last Priestess
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The Emaneska Series is now available as one
complete ebook box set. Read all 4 books of this
Norse-inspired epic fantasy series back to back, and
follow the saga of the powerful yet troubled battlemage, Farden, as he embarks on a brutal journey to
protect his wild and frozen world. Welcome to
Emaneska. ——— PRAISE FOR THE EMANESKA SERIES
“★★★★★. Galley's imagination is a truly beautiful
thing. The plot here is rich and intricate, and the
characters are a delight I believe Mr Galley may well
be one to watch.” – Fantasy Bytes "If you love
fantasy, action, intrigue, magic and all that goes with
it then you need to read these books.” – The Book
Geek “★★★★★. Galley is not yet as good an author
as Gemmell but the thing that I find exciting is that I
honestly think that he could be.” – Fantasy Book
Review "There are certain twists that will surprise the
reader by genuinely coming out of the left field.” –
Fantasy Book Critic ——— ABOUT THE SERIES The
Emaneska Series follows the Written Mage Farden as
he battles to save war-torn Emaneska from ancient
demons set on vengeance. Unimaginable monsters,
betrayal, and his own deep flaws stand in Farden's
way, but with the help of the lost gods and a stubborn
fire that refuses to die, Farden will fight save
Emaneska from its dark fate. The question is: will he
succeed? The Emaneska Series Box Set contains: The Written - Pale Kings - Dead Stars - Part One Dead Stars - Part Two Packed with magic, dragons,
mystery and brutal battles across a vast world, The
Emaneska Series is an epic fantasy saga not to be
missed. With almost 1000 ★★★★★ reviews across
stores, The Emaneska Series box set is a hard-hitting
dose of heroic fantasy and sword and sorcery that is
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perfect for fans of George R. R. Martin, Joe
Abercrombie, David Gemmell, or Robin Hobb. ———
ABOUT THE STORY A spellbook has gone missing from
the libraries of Arfell – an extremely powerful
summoning manual from the time of dark elves and
demons. Five scholars are dead, the magick council is
running out of time and options, and the Arka is once
again on the brink of war with the Siren dragon-riders.
It falls to Farden the Written Mage to keep the world
from falling into abject chaos. Entangled in a web of
lies and politics, Farden must recover the spellbook
before an ancient enemy rises, even if it means
fighting his way across frozen Emaneska and back. In
his quest for answers, Farden will unearth a secret
that not only threatens the foundations of his being,
but endangers the survival of all Emaneska. Magic,
death, and the deepest of betrayals await. Welcome
to Emaneska. ——— MORE BOOKS BY BEN GALLEY
(Available in ebook, paperback and audio) Emaneska
Series – The Written – Pale Kings – Dead Stars - Part
One – Dead Stars - Part Two – No Fairytale Scarlet
Star Trilogy – Bloodrush – Bloodmoon – Bloodfeud
Chasing Graves Trilogy – Chasing Graves – Grim
Solace – Breaking Chaos Standalones – The Heart of
Stone – Shards Keywords: fantasy, epic fantasy, epic,
dark fantasy, dark, nordic, norse, viking, mythology,
myth, mythological creatures, dragons, magic,
mages, wizards, witches, fantasy box set, fantasy
bundle, box set, bundle, ben galley, fantasy author,
emaneska series

Nightblade
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"An anthology exploring the complex mythologies of
the Golden State"--Cover.
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